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Four Dedications.

No 1.
All for You.

All for you is the bud of the rose
On the flowering tree.
All for you is the path of gold
On the sunset sea.
All for you are the years gone by
And the years to be.

All for you is the smile of the brook
As it dances by.
All for you are the flowers on the earth
And the stars in the sky,
All for you are beats of my heart
Till I die, till I die!

Helen Taylor.

No 2.
To a Bygone Spring.

Only a flash of shining wing
Over the April blue,
Bringing me dreams of a bygone spring,
Bringing me thoughts of you.

Only a love remember'd glade,
Under a heathen sky,
Blossoms are born to fall and fade
And hearts to say goodbye.

Only a flash of shining wing
Over the April blue,
Bringing me dreams of a bygone spring,
Bringing me thoughts of you.

Helen Taylor.
No. 3.

How Wonderful!

To live, and drink the golden air,
Amid the leaves and blossoms fair,
How wonderful, how wonderful!
To hear the woodland mistrelsy,
From every waving tree,
How wonderful it seems to me!
How wonderful! How wonderful!

To love in sweet and wayward spring,
When all the world is blossoming,
How wonderful! How beautiful!
To love and dream enchanted dreams,
By fair and flowing streams,
How wonderful a thing it seems!
How wonderful! How beautiful!

To meet, one all triumphant hour,
With life in flood and love in flower,
To find at last a world of bliss
In one immortal kiss,
Most wonderful of all it is!
Most wonderful of all!

Helen Taylor.

No. 4.

Carillon.

I'll ring my love on a chime of gold,
With a swaying and swinging, a rolling and ringing,
Till the tale of joy a-far be told,
With a rhyming and a chiring, a swaying and ringing,
And ever on, as the music swells,
Young lovers hear, and smiling say,
"O hark, the sound of marriage bells,
To the rolling and ringing, the swaying and swinging,
Golden bells, marriage bells,
They ring for a bridal long leagues away."

I'll ring my love on a chime of gold,
With a rolling and a rhyming, a calling and chiming,
Till eyes grow dim and hearts grown cold
 Shall kindle and burn at its calling and chiming,
And ever on, as the music swells,
True lovers know, and smiling say:
"O hark, the sound of marriage bells,
With a swaying and swinging, a rolling and ringing,
Golden bells, marriage bells,
They ring for a bridal long leagues away."

Helen Taylor.
FOUR DEDICATIONS.

I.

ALL FOR YOU.

Lyric by
HELEN TAYLOR.

Music by
EASTHOPE MARTIN.

Voice

Andantino espressivo.

Piano.

All for you— is the bud of the rose

on the flow’ring

All for you— is the path of
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gold on the sunset sea, All for you are the years gone by and the years to be.

All for you is the smile of the brook as it dances by. All for you are the flowers on the
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earth and the stars in the sky. All for

you are the beats of my heart till I
die, till I die.
Four Dedications

II.

To a Bygone Spring.

Lyric by
HELEN TAYLOR.

Music by
EASTHOPE MARTIN.

Voice. Andantino, tesserramente

Piano.

On-ly a flash of shin-ing wing—OVER the A-pril blue,—Bring-ing me dreams of a by-gone spring,
Bringing me thoughts of you.

Only a love remembered glade

Under a heedless sky,
Blossoms are born to fall and fade, And hearts to say goodbye.

P. S. S. 5223
come prima

mf come prima

\[\text{Only a flash of shining wing} \quad \text{Over the April} \quad \text{blue,} \quad \text{Bringing me dreams of a bygone spring,}\]

mf

\[\text{Bring-ing me thoughts of you.}\]

poco riten.

\[\text{mf rit en unto ten.}\]

colla voce

E. S. 3923.
FOUR DEDICATIONS.

III.

HOW WONDERFUL!

Lyric by
HELEN TAYLOR.

Music by
EASTHOPE MARTIN.

Andante (L. e) molto espressivo.
Very slowly and with much expression.

Piano.

To live and drink the golden air.

mp sempre legato

simile

mid the leaves and blossoms fair, How wonderful, how

slightly quicker

wonderful! To hear the wood-land min-strelsy From
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E. S. S. 5239.
Come prima.

To love, in sweet and wayward spring, When all the world is simile.

E. T. A. Hoffmann.
blossom-ing, How won-der-ful, how beau-ti-ful! To

love, and dream en-chant-ed dreams, By fair and flow-ing streams, How

won-der-ful a thing it seems, How won-der-ful, how beau-ti-ful! To
meet, one all-triumphant hour, With life in flood and

love in flower, To find at last a world of bliss In one immortal

kiss, Most wonderful of all it is, Most wonderful of all!
FOUR DEDICATIONS.

IV.

CARILLION.

Lyric by
HELEN TAYLOR.

Music by
EASTHOPE MARTIN.

In moderate time.
With swinging and well-marked rhythm.

I'll ring my love on a chime of gold,
With a swaying and a swinging, a rolling and ring-ing,
Till the

Copyright, 1907, by Enoch S. Sico.

E.S.S. 5226.
Tale of joy a far be told. With a

Rimming and a chiming, a swinging and ringing. And

A tempo

Ever on, as the music swells, Young

Both pedals

Lovers hear and smiling say: "O

Both pedals
hark, the sound of marriage bells, To the
rolling and ringing, the swaying and swinging,
Golden bells, marriage bells, They
ring for a bridal long leagues away.
Come prima, I'll ring my love on a
chime of gold. With a rolling and a rhyming, a
calling and chiming, Till

eyes grown dim and hearts grown cold Shall kindle and burn with its
calling and chiming, And ever on as the music swells, True

E.S.S. 92.
lovers kiss and smiling say, "O hark, the sound of

marriage bells, With a swaying and swinging, a rolling and ringing,

Goldene bells, marriage bells, They ring for a bridal

long leagues away!
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High Days and Holidays. No. 2.

Bridal Dawn.

Lyric by HELEN TAYLOR. Music by EASTHOPE MARTIN.

Andante maestoso.

Voice.

Piano.

mf Broadly and with expression

O dawn of love's fulfilment!
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Harp of the Woodland.

Words by HELEN TAYLOR.

Music by FASTHOPE MARTIN.

Andantino, espressivo e semplice.

Harp of the leafy woodland.

Charming my ears.

Copyright MCMXVI, by Enoch & Sons. K. & S. 4898.
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A Selection of New and Popular Songs.

MAY H. BRAHE
I passed by your Window ... C (to e), D, Eb, F
Give to the Greenwood ... C (to e), D, Eb, F
A vacant in Assenla ... C (to e), D, Eb, F
A Japanese Love Song ... D minor (to b), F, G
A Swiss Carouling ... G (to c), Ab, G
One thing to say ... Eb (to b), C, Eb
HERBERT BREMER
Heard's Memory ... Bb (to c), Eb, G
Follow the Pipers ... C (to c), A, Bb
C. GRANMADINE
(English and French Words)
The Silver Song ... F (to e), Ab, Bb
Marigold ... Bb (to c), Bb, C, Eb
Leaves of Grass ... F (to e), Ab, Gb
Ricarouall ... Bb (to c), Ab, Bb
I would believe ... Eb (to e), Bb, Ab
Stay! ... Bb (to c), Eb
DONALD CRIGHTON
The Bearbrae Maid ... F (to e), Ab, Bb
Brae Keys ... Eb (to e), Cb, Ab
The Grey Watch ... C (to a), G, Bb
Love's melody ... C (to a), Eb, D
Tarjeta del Riego
Ladron Tower ... F (to e), C, Eb
The Way, the Life ... C (to a), G, Bb
Within your Garden ... Eb (to e), F, Gb
STANLEY DICKSON
Blue Butterflies ... D (to c), Ab
The Ivy-grown Cottage ... Bb (to a), Ab, Eb
EDWARD ELGAR
Inside the Bar ... F minor (to a), G, A
(Alex for four baritone voices)
From "The Forces of the Fleet"...
The Lowestoft Boat ... F (to e), Ab
Fair's Discovered ... Bb (to a), Ab
The Sperwer ... C minor (to b), Ab
The Swans ... G minor (to b), A
(Alex for four baritone voices)

A Selection of

BY ROAD AND RIVER
Lyrics by Helen Taylor
Music by MAY H. BRAHE
FROM FAIR TO NEAR
Lyrics by Allan Gordon
Music by MAY H. BRAHE
1. The Tetwork Comes Lately. 2. Loves Blains. 3. The Rolles Song. 4. If only the Words were Flying Birds. Three Keys ... 3/8 set.
SONG PICTURES
Lyrics by Helen Taylor
Music by MAY H. BRAHE
1. I passed by your Window. 2. Heart of the Night. 3. The Minuet. 4. The Turn of the Tide. 5. The Riddles. 6. Captain Stanhope's Fancy. For Bass or Baritone. Three Keys ... 3/8 set.
FOUR SEA SONGS
Composed by John Mearley
Music by PAUL CORDE
1. Rolla's Pavement. 2. The Turn of the Tide. 3. The Riddles. 4. Captain Stanhope's Fancy. For Bass or Baritone. Three Keys ... 3/8 set.
FOUR SONGS FROM "THE FRIENDS OF THE FLEET"
Composed by Robert Hope-Jones
Music by EDWARD ELGAR
ALMA GOATLEY
Love's Call ... D (to e), F
Nightingale Time ... Eb (to a), A, Gb
A Dream Ship ... D (to e), Ab
Nothing to say ... Eb (to a), Fb, Bb
HERBERT GRIFFITH
Boum de Green ... F minor (to a), Ab
The Watch Below ... A (to c), Ab
JULIUS HARRISON
The Wanderer's Song ... C (to a), D, Eb
The Beach at Ostend ... Bb (to a), Fb, F
Frolic Jack ... E (to c), Fb, Bb
EASTHOPE MARTIN
The brightest Day. (from "Red Letter Days") ... D (to e), Fb, C, Fb
Wrayfarer's Night Song. (from "Songs of Ocean Country") ... D (to e), Ab, F, Gb
Come to fair (from "Three More Songs") ... F (to c), Ab

IVOR NOVELLO
My Devotion ... G (to d), Ab
The Funerals are Ringing ... F (to c), Ab, Bb
Fairy Laughter ... Gb (to a), Ab
LONDON RONALD
The Moon at the Full ... D (to e), Ab
Remember. ... C minor (to a), G, Ab
Down in the Forest (from "A Cycle of Life") ... Bb (to a), Ab, C
The Lovery Lights (from "Summerستان") ... F (to c), Ab
When thou art far ... E (to a), C, Ab
Place this little Tower (from "Song of Autumn") ... F (to c), F, Ab
Sylvan (from "Five Cantos") ... Gb (to a), D, Ab
Away on the Hill (from "Song of Autumn") ... C minor (to b), Fb
CHARLES VILLIERS STANFORD
A Carol of Bells ... F (to c), A
Devon Set ... A (to c), Bb, C
The Fair Bells of Ireland ... F (to c), Ab, C
Saint Andrew's Land ... Ab (to a), Bb
High George of England ... G (to a), A
Roses for ever ... C (to a), Bb

JACK THOMPSON
On the Road (from "First Song Album") ... G (to c), Fb
"I'm going to you ... 2. (from a), D, Ab
"I love you ... 3. (from a), Cb, Ab
"I love you so much to you ... 4. (from a), Ab, Bb
"Love's Embrace ... Bb (to a), Cb
"Love's Embrace ... 5. (from a), Ab, Fb

IAN WOOD
Jarden of Happiness ... Bb (to a), G, E

Song Albums.

1. Heath and Home
Lyrics by Helen Taylor
Music by LONDON RONALD
1. Green England. 2. The Steamship. 3. A Dream. 4. We'll go on Down the Road. Three Keys ... 3/8 set.
2. Cycle of Life
Lyrics by LONDON RONALD
Music by LONDON RONALD
1. The Moon at the Full. 2. Down in the Forest. 3. Song of Autumn. 4. The Funerals are Ringing. Three Keys ... 3/8 set.
3. Our Silhouettes
Lyrics by Arthur Kemp
Music by LONDON RONALD
1. After Love. 2. Love in Dreams. 3. Song of Ocean Country. 4. The Funerals are Ringing. Three Keys ... 3/8 set.
4. Songs of Springtime
Lyrics by Helen Taylor, Temple Thurston and Ethel Wrayfarer.
Music by LONDON RONALD
1. The Moon at the Full. 2. Down in the Forest. 3. The Funerals are Ringing. 4. April Love. Three Keys ... 3/8 set.
5. Songs of a Rolling Coal
Lyrics by Arthur Kemp
Music by CHARLES VILLIERS STANFORD
1. The Pitchook. 2. When thou art far. 3. The Nightingale of the Snows. 4. No Man. 5. The Call. Two Keys ... 3/8 set.